NOVEMBER 2009
THIS MONTH
Welcome to the ninth edition of The Romsey Modeller. Sorry that this edition is slightly late, it has something
to do with moving house and job in the same week, stress levels are fairly high!
OK what have I come up with for your edification this month? Pat continues his excellent run of figure making
articles with his Captain Jack Sparrow. Karol makes his magazine debut with a piece on the excellent wood
effect he has achieved on his Spanish Galleon and I chip in with a build article on my recent Fiat CR42. We also
have another contribution from Carleton Thurston Sr who tells us about some etch folding tools and rather
interesting web site he has found and Paul recounts his experiences at this years Scale Model World at Telford.
At our last meeting we discussed further club outings after the success of the Bovington trip, ideas suggested
were Tragmere Aviation Museum , a grand tour of Southampton’s museums (Solent Sky, Martine Museum and
city walls), the explosion museum Gosport ( and the Sub Museum) and the D‐Day Museum. I’m sure we should
manage at least one in the new year.
In moving I have also discovered the dangers of asking my partner to pack up the house, when I returned
home to find all of the models I had on display in my living room piled on top on each other in a single box! I
now have to somehow find the box I put my modelling glue in, to make urgent repairs before Wednesday’s
annual competition BloXXXXKs.
Finally a thank you to everybody who sponsored me for the Great South Run which I somehow managed to
complete in 1 hour 42 minutes. I managed to raise £225 for Simon Says. Of course donations can still be made
at www.justgiving.com/AntAdams

Tony…

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a multitalented group of plastic modellers based in Southern
Hampshire. We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 3rd Wednesday of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we often
run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also
attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or
just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last
page for details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
2009 ANNUAL COMPETITION BY PAUL ADAMS
Well it’s here – time to get competitive!! This month’s meeting sees the first round of judging to find our best
model of the year which will be concluded at next month’s Christmas evening. There’s been some superb
models produced within the club this year and even those built in a hurry at the ‘build a model in a day’ event
could scoop a prize, so don’t be shy and get your work on the table! An added incentive this year will hopefully
be the new winners plaques which the fortunate recipients will get to keep.
Our annual event kicks off with the ‘in‐house’ part of the competition at which club members will be invited to
judge models covering ten categories to find ‘Best in Class’.
The class winners will be announced at the December meeting and go forward, with the exception of Classes 9
and 10, for judging in the ‘public’ part of the event, when wives, girlfriends and passers‐by, along with club
members, will judge ‘Best in Show’. All entries will need to be brought back for the December meeting.
The classes for 2009 will be as last year, with the continued inclusion of the ‘I ran out of’ class for unfinished
projects. Classes 1‐8 will be eligible for the John Cox Memorial trophy. I have decided to exclude Class 9
because we are a model club, not a photography club. A photograph winning Best in Show wouldn’t say much
about our modelling!
C1: Aircraft 1/72nd and below
C2: Aircraft above 1/72nd (1/48th, 1/32nd etc)
C3: Military Vehicles
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C4: Figures
C5: Civilian Vehicles
C6: Ships
C7: Dioramas
C8: Miscellaneous
C9: Photographic
C10: "I ran out of"
Best of luck to all of our participants.

MODEL SHOWS
MIDDLE WALLOP SHOW
We have now been invited to the Museum of Army Flying Model Show at Middle Wallop on 22nd November
which is a bit short notice. We have 12 foot of table space so hopefully we will be able to find enough
participants to staff our stand, this will be discussed at our next meeting.

SCALE MODELWORLD 2009 BY PAUL ADAMS
The IPMS held their largest model show of the year over the weekend of November 6th and 7th and for the
second year I joined my fellow car and bike builders on the Les Garagiste stand. Access was provided to the
hall for set up on Friday afternoon which offered a much more relaxed time for the group to discuss and tweak
the table for maximum effect. Aside from bringing models along, a fair amount of time is spent beforehand on
presentation and this year we had new label holders and a plan for a chequered flag look to the entire table.
Unfortunately due to Gary being unwell, we couldn’t carry that plan through so we fell back onto using the
traditional layout which still looks very good even after four years of use. Content with the table we posed for
the group photo. Fine looking bunch of men I’m sure you’ll agree!!
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Saturday dawned rather quickly, particularly for those nursing the effects of Friday nights drinking, and so with
bellies full of cooked English breakfast we staggered to our table! After a quick run over the models with some
makeup brushes (strictly for modelling purpose you understand!!) we were ready. For this year’s display we
were using a ‘Legends’ theme, and within that we had Lotus, Williams, Front engine cars, landmark F1, sports
and rally cars and Motorcycle legends. In addition we managed to honour the new F1 World Champion with
three of Jenson Button’s cars including the new Studio 27 Brawn BG001 car. In all we were very pleased with
the outcome.

Within the 274 exhibits and traders there were, as always, some stunning models about. On the IPMS Slam
stand were some superb subjects including this Trumpeter 1/32nd Lightning and a Swordfish Ark Royal
diorama in 1/32nd too.

Other exhibits caught my eye too including some awesome scratchbuilt studio scale Star Wars models, that’s
about 1/24th!!
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Just before judging took place on Saturday four members of the club were on duty as Competition Stewards,
our mission was to scrupulously watch the many visitors who were viewing and photographing the exhibits, so
that no harm came to them. What we actually done was to have a good look around at the models!! We’ve
asked for this gig next year!! Around the trade stands were Airfix who had a completed 1/24th Mossie on
display. This kit will be out in January priced at £140. Also seen on the Tamiya stand were the sprue’s to the
new MKIV Spitfire in 1/32nd. The model is jaw dropping and sure to sell by the thousands.

I popped over to see Rowan who appeared to have a busy weekend on the Phoen Models stand. I was witness
to him helping to demolish several bottles of alcohol on Saturday evening!! He was still able to walk on Sunday
morning when I saw him...here he is on Sunday using the table for support!
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Sunday morning came and with shopping for Russell and Dale completed on Saturday I had the chance to have
a look around for myself. Limiting my spending to just a £10 kit, a bottle of Alclad paint and some aluminium
tubing I felt very proud of my achievement! We’ll gloss over the £30 worth of paints delivered by Hiroboy on
Saturday!
The competition area is the focus of the event with hundreds of
entries to drawl over. The standard is incredibly high in all classes.
Les Garagiste picked up two automotive gold awards in 1/12th
and 1/43rd. Senior Best in Show was this superbly thought out
and executed diorama of a downed Ju 88 seen in Norway in 1999.

In all, a great weekend. I’ll leave you with some highlights from
the competition area.

ETCH FOLDING TOOLS BY CARL THURSTON
Two of the things I like to include in some of my models are resin and etched brass details. I have been doing
this for between 20 to 25 years now. I do this for personal satisfaction only. While I have for years entered
competitions, I do not build with resin or etched brass in the expectation of winning anything because I have
used it.
When I first started using etched brass I used Model Technologies and Tom's Modelsworks, and then added
Airwaves and Eduards , and finally I've added the Part brand from Poland. ( This is now my favourite brand. )
Verlinden has some very good resin and E/B conversion sets that I have used with great satisfaction.
Until about a year ago I used tweezers, pliers, plastic homemade
jigs and whatever I could dream up to make the required folds I
needed to make. This often resulted in uneven and badly fitted
parts, with slightly rounded joints and edges. I think I should
make it quite clear that I think it is FUN using etched brass sets,
despite the occasional difficult assembly I come across. AND I
DO NOW and THEN.
About a year ago I purchased, from the Small Shop (
www.thesmallshop.com ) ,in Kalama, Washington ,USA : two
PHOTO ETCH BENDING TOOLS. One small one called " THE BUG", the other one a 4 inch Mk 4 RTH (Rotating
Tool Head) Hold and Fold tool. I will deal with the "BUG " first, because it is the one I use the most often. To
describe it: it is 2 inches by 2 1/2 inches on the black coloured base piece. There are 4 round rubber pads on
the bottom to keep it from sliding around during use.
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The plain aluminium top is 2 inches square, thereby leaving a 1/2 by 2 inch working area to make bends in. On
the 4 sides there are the following;
side # 1‐ is 2 " long ,
side # 2 has 4 teeth ( 3/8th" ‐ 1/4th "‐ 3/16th " 3/32nd " ),
side # 3 has 4 teeth ( 1/4th "‐ 1/8th "‐ 1/16th "‐ 3/64th " )
side # 4 has 6 teeth all 1/8th "
This top piece is held in place by one adjustable screw knob. You loosen it up, put in your etched brass part,
and once getting it in place screw the top plate down. The top part is able to be rotated so you can use any
one of the four sides. The "BUG" is supplied with 1 single edge razor blade, which you insert under your brass
part to make your fold. The top surface of the upper part has 5 fingers which I have yet to figure out the use of.
The 4 inch tool is 4 inches by 3 inches on the black base. The
aluminium top is 4 inches by2 inches; the 4 sides have;
side # 1 is 4"
side # 2 is 2"
side 3 has 6 fingers ( 3/4th"‐ 3/16th"‐ 5/32nd"‐ 1/16th"‐ 1/4th"‐
3/8th" )
side # 4 has a 3/4" tooth
I use THE BUG the most often. What I like about using these tools is that they make very precise folds resulting
in perfectly matching joints that often do not require the use of super glue. The tools give me much better
control over the process altogether. I find that if I line up the edge of the tooth with the with the edge of the
fold line mark, leaving the fold line visible everything comes out perfectly.
An example of which is the Airwaves e/b set for the Airfix Ju 87 Stuka kit. I used both front and rear seats and
the ammo box for the rear of the cockpit. All the folds were neat 90 degrees. and everything lined up exactly
where needed. This took no longer than 15 minutes. Another time was with the cockpit framing for Toko's
1/72nd Aviatik‐ Berg D1 , of which part is all in 1 piece, bottom ,2 sides and 2 ends, the front end having 3
separate folds. The whole cockpit taking about 30 minutes to assemble.
To give you just a couple of further examples of how these tool have helped me out. On Toko's 1/72nd
Siemens‐ Schuckert D3 I have used Part' etch set. On the cockpit sidewalls on the bottom are 2 small tabs
about 1/16th " square. With the "BUG" the folds were easily made to 90 degrees and without any distortion to
the side and the floor part rested evenly on the tabs as I glued it in place. One other thing I would never have
been able to do without the "BUG" is to fold the body part of a 1/72nd scale machine gun. Once I figured out
the order in which to make the folds it was easy as can be. BTW The above cockpit in total measured 1/2" long
x 3/8th "wide x 5/16ths" high. Without the tool I would probably ruined the cockpit or surely made a worse
looking one; and I'd have passed on making the machine guns altogether. NOW WE COME TO THE HARD PART
‐ THE PRICE of this wonder tool. I paid $40.00 for the "BUG" and $50.00 for the 4" tool, plus postage.
Admittedly this is expensive. BUT FOR ME they have more than repaid the investment I made in them, in ease
of use, in increased use of etched brass, and consequently with more satisfaction in the models I add etch
brass to. The price for me will be amortized in the number of models that I will increasingly be adding etch
brass sets to.
Note for UK readers: Both “The Bug” and the 4” tool are available from Cammett (http://www.cammett.co.uk)
for £34.25 and £41.10 respectively.
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ANDREA 54MM “BUCCANEER 1650” PART DEUX. BY PAT CAMP
BASE WORK.
My problem with getting Jack to stand upright on
the spar [8] meant this build had not come to an end
after all! Dramatic action was needed, so I pondered
and sketched out ideas and concluded I had to have
a seascape ‐ and one with wave action.
One of the events they have in France is a “vide
grenier”. This means “empty your attic” and
becomes a street sale. I love them – they are great
fun and very popular. I sorted through various
trinkets and objects to find something I could use as
a base for my figures. In this case I bought four glass
drinks coasters for a euro and used one of them for
this figurine. There was a decorative marking upon
it, so that defined the minimum size and shape of
the seascape I would have to sculpt [9].
I protected the glass coaster with Clingfilm before
proceeding. Some balls of green Andrea epoxy putty
were used first of all to set the metal base to the correct position. Once this had set, more of this putty was
used to fill in the gaps and profiled to represent folded sail [10].

White Milliput was used for the seascape. I followed my sketches, but had to make numerous changes. I cut
some curved pieces of clear plastic from some food packaging and set these into the edges of waves. In
hindsight this may not have been necessary, though [11].
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When the sculpting had cured, the Clingfilm was unwrapped from the coaster and peeled away from the
Milliput [12]. The coaster was then covered in masking tape and the seascape positioned to allow space for the
nameplate (superbly engraved by Name It! to include a skull and crossbones) [13]. Once everything was
correctly positioned, a cutting line was marked and the tape beneath the seascape removed. A quick check to
make sure the design on the coaster would be obscured and then the surface of the glass was sprayed with
Tamiya primer for polycarbonate car shells in the hope that it might adhere to the glass. Once dry, the
seascape was epoxied into place.

It was now time to paint the seascape. Captain Jack and the metal parts were covered by a polythene bag. This
was sealed at the opening with Silly Putty [14]. The sea was then airbrushed with a range of enamels from pale
green to dark blue and then the bag was removed for brush painting some oils – Prussian blue, Monestial
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green + iridescent white. Pale green oil paint was applied at wave crests, areas of tumbling water and other
places using internet photos of seascapes for guidance.
Van Dyke brown + Paynes grey were mixed with artist’s linseed oil to provide a dark transparent glaze that was
applied to the sails, spar and ropes to simulate wetted areas.
The next step was to add some water effect. I saw some wonderful ship models on display at a local model
shop and spoke to the owner. His seascapes looked fantastic and he had used Faller Wasser‐Effeck to get the
correct sheen. So I tried this out on a small area of my base (I don’t to trial pieces – although I know I should!)
and added some clear areas at the wave fronts. Once this had dried, I added the “foaming water” from pieces
of white plastic scouring pad. These were glued into place using Wasser‐Effeck with Blu‐Tack to hold it in place
whilst it set. Once firmly stuck in place, they were trimmed to shape and size using some fine scissors. I did this
in sections, starting with the furthest waves and working towards Jack’s spar.
Further Wasser‐Effeck was dabbed onto the scouring pad and wave crests, followed by some white oil paint to
pick out details here and there. I found it more realistic to dab the stuff on lightly, here and there, rather than
thickly cover the scouring pad. The completed seascape is shown in [15].
Captain Jack was given a light airbrush coat of Testors Dullcote to remove the sheen from the oil paint on his
coat and trousers. The final model is shown in [16]. A modeller I was chatting to said “it is not a very good
position for a ship’s captain to be in, is it”! I can’t argue with that.
This was a fun build – and messing around doing the seascape turned out to be great fun as well, even though
it seemed daunting when I started. Now I have toyed around with the Faller Wasser‐Effeck and used white
scouring pad for waves, I am keen to try it out on a ship model. Now, what do I have in my stash?......
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TIPS: WOOD EFFECT BY KAROL WICINSKI
At our October meeting Karel brought along his Revell Spanish Galleon. He was in danger of being drummed
out of the door for modelling in wood not plastic until he explained that it was all a paint effect. Unconvinced I
demanded Karel to write a piece for the magazine explaining how he created such a realistic effect.

At the last club meeting I was asked to write how I achieved the wood effect on my Revell Spanish galleon.
This model is full of sink marks and many parts just do not go together well. Because the vision of dozens
circles everywhere on the ship did not made me very happy I decided to make my galleon very dark brown.
This optically blends sink marks and gaps are far less visible.
The method is very simple and does not require any special equipment or, what is important in my case,
talent. The process contains 6 phases.
Phase One I painted all surfaces with Humbrol 99 (yellow) using flat brush. It is good to have the paint quite
thinned ( but not too much), this allows the filling of all lines on the surface and keep darker raised elements. I
was not bothered with precision and amount of paint in different areas.
Phase Two I did exactly the same with Humbrol 28 (medium brown). At this stage the ship do not look good
but do not worry.
Phase Three Sand down pastels. My choice was dark brown and black. To speed up process I recommend
using a motor tool with sanding paper. Do not forget to cover your workshop and use a mask. Even on slow
speed, very fine, flour like dust covers everything around.
Phase Four Cover all surfaces with the dark brown pastel using old wide brush.
Phase Five is about covering some areas with black pastels. It all depends on how dark the effect you want to
achieve really. Again regularity is OK but not too much, otherwise wood will not look naturally dirty.
Phase Six Seal everything with Klear. Do not skimp! Use quite a lot to fix the powdered pastels on model
surface. At first impression it will not look to good but when everything will dry it looks ok.
In each phase you must remember to move your brush along with hull. It usually means horizontal.
As I mentioned I wanted to have quite dark wood effect but colours and shades depends on your needs. It is
all completed now and I am going to try rigging the ship).
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OUR HOBBY ON TV! BY TONY ADAMS
If anybody missed the opening edition of James May’s Toy Stories on BBC2 where
he gets a group of ( less than enthusiastic) school kids to build a 1: 1 scale Airfix
Mk1Spitfire they missed the single biggest TV event our hobby has experienced.
I loved the show in which
James echoed my childhood
experiences of Airfix, from
rapid building (without
paint) to shooting the
resultant model with air
rifles or blowing them up
with bangers. The sequence
where “sad old men”
gathered in a model shop ( faces blurred for anonymity)
certainly brought a titter.
The spitfire model was a very good representation of the original Airfix 1:72 kit including a huge sprue and a
rather scary pilot figure, all in original light blue plastic.
The completed model, when it was rolled out certainly pleased the Spitfire
veterans invited for the event. The model is now part of a permanent display
at Cosford Museum
If you would like to watch the
show you can do so using the
BBC–i player by clicking on the
picture on the left. (For a limited
time only)
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CLASSIC AIRFRAMES FIAT CR 42 BY TONY ADAMS
This kit continues my recent intrest in biplanes following from
my Nieuport 17 and Bristol F2B. This however being of a later
vintage the Fiat CR42 is a different animal, there being very
little rigging for a start. I could have bottled the paint scheme
there being a couple of basic colour schemes available on the
decal sheet but I had decided to go for it anf tackle the very
intresting (and potenatlly disasteriuos) Italian splinter scheme
shown on the box.
Classic Airframes are now sadly defunct so this limited
manuafacture kit is starting to be a bit of a rareity, it’s almost a
pity to build it!
The kit consist of two sprues of injection moulded plastic ( which to be fair is a little crude in places) , a set of
exquisite resin parts and a photo etch fret.

Kit contents

Photo Etch

Resin
After all the parts were given a blast in my ultra sonic cleaner I made a start on the cockpit, most of which is
constructed with resin and etch parts. This is the first time I had made a kit with extensive resin components
the first of a number of firsts on this model. The cockpit and etch parts were constricted with cyrno acetate [1.
This was paited light grey and given a coat of pro modellers (dark) to give that lived in look. The painted photo
etch instrument panels were then sandwiched together [2] and the dials glass simulated by a small drop of
Klear[3].
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[1]

[2]

[3]

As I continued to assemble the cockpit components I became more an d more puzzled , the instructions clearly
showed the cockpit floor extending beyond the seat but try as I may the parts definitely didn’t assemble like
that , at one point I was convinced I had lost a part but after a
search of the internet found a build article that mentioned that
same problem and put it down to inaccuracies in the drawings,.
The instrument panels, cockpit side bracing and some excellent
photo etch seat belts were than added to the assembly. When I
went to dry fit the cockpit tub into the fuselage side it just
wouldn’t fit , necessitating the bending of the cockpit bracing in
a somewhat unrealistic angle , fortunately this is well in the
depths of the cockpit so no one will know ( unless they read
this)[4,5].

[4]

Once I had resolved the fit issues I was ready to join the fuselage
halves, I have recently been using Tamiya liquid cement for
major joint cementing, you just need to bush it over the joint’s
surface and let capillary action take the glue into the seam. This
being a limited run kit there were no location lugs to line up the
fuselage halves , the job having to be achieved by lining them up
by eye. This was quite a struggle as the halves didn’t quite match
requiring a bit of filling and a hour or so judicious use of a
[5]
sanding stick to get the fuselage looking as though it was made
from a single piece. Next the bottom wing was cleaned up and mated to the assembly (along with more filler)
The pieces of the lovely resin radial engine ware now carefully
cut from the formers and clean up with scalpel and file. Once
assembled the assembly was sprayed Alcad Aluminium and the
photo etched con rods added. The assembly was the given the
pro modeller treatment to bring out the detail[6].
The engine cowl was then assembled, and the joint lines cleaned
up, finally the wheel fairings were built , for the moment minus
the wheels which I will add later.
All was now ready for the fun bit.

[6]

PAINTING
I have recently discovered Tamiya Fine Primer which is now my favourite medium to prime my models, as it is
a rattle can I made the trip into my garden to spray the model. As it was quiet windy I got as much paint on my
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hands as the model, but the result as a nice smooth surface [6] on which to apply some pre shade. This was
achieved with thineed Tamiya XF‐1, sprayed at a low pressure close to the model. I wanted to get very fine
lines for the wing and fuselage stringers which on this aircraft are place very close together[8].

[7]

[8]

[9]

The top wing and engine cowl were given the same treatment. The cowl was then sprayed Tamiya Matt Yellow
with a couple of light coats leaving the pre shade to show through[10].
The bottom surfaces were then sprayed Gunze Sanyo light blue and the upper surfaces Gunze Sanyo sand
[11,12], I was then ready to paint the tricky camouflage scheme.

[10]

[11]

[12]

I started with the red brown patches after some research I converted the FS colour reference denoted in the
instructions to a mix of Tamiya Red and Brown which I diligently mixed. It did look a little red but I pressed on
regardless. I had a Luftwaffe splinter camouflage stencil [12]
which I used to good effect on a ME109 recently so I sprayed the
red brown with a low pressure. It did noy go well , the paint was
far too red and the splinter scheme did not match the Italian
pattern , back to the drawing board!
I wiped off as much of the paint as possible which unfortunately
took off some of the base sand colour [14], which I resprayed , so
much for my pre shading.
[13]

I remixed the paint adding much more brown and then sprayed
small patches onto the fuselage at low pressure freehand. The wing patterns were also sprayed using the box
artwork as a guide. Next the green patches were added in the same way using Tamiya XF26

[14]

[15]

[16]
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The upper wing was painted in the same way [16]. While handling the upper wing I had a minor disaster after
spilling some thinners on my fingers and taking off a patch of the paint on the underside of the wing, b$$$$ks.
This had to be repaired before moving on. The camo scheme sill didn’t look quite dense enough so I had
another session with the Brown and Green adding more patches. Finally using the sand base colour I cleaned
up any areas of heavy over spray between the patches The plane was then given a coat of Klear and the
cockpit canopy added, This was a little over size (in width) so I dipped it in boiling water to soften it before
gluing it place. I the did a coat of Pro modellers to fill the panel lines, in truth this didn’t work too well as the
panel line were fairly shallow and didn’t hold the stain too well , still enough remained to give an overall
impression The resin exhaust pipes were painted Alcad Aluminium and then coloured with MIG pigment rust
[17]The engine and cowl were fitted and now it was time to fit the struts and upper wing.
I have recently purchased a biplane assembly jig [18] and I was eager to try it out. Unfortunately the diagonal
wing struts on this aircraft interfered with the jig so I couldn’t use it in the manner it was designed for, though
it did make a handy rest for the model. I will review the rig further when I build a model that it is suitable for.

[17]

[18]

[19]

The Struts were glued in place which was a bit of a trial as it was difficult to identify which was which and
which way up they went ( I go very muddled) . When it cam to attach the top wing I had all sorts of issues
either the outer struts fitted or the inner carbines but not both , after what seemed like hours of struggle I
finally got it , but had manage to get glue every where! [21]. Fortunately I managed to chip most of it off and
touch it up so the result didn’t look too bad.

[20]

[21]

[22]

The final bits and piece were completed ( wheels , and propeller) and the assembly was complete. The decals
were then added, which for a change provided no dramas, and sealed with another coat of Klear. The two sets
of bracing wires to the outer struts were provided by stretched sprue. Finally the airframe was weathered
using Pro Modellers dark wash and Tamiya smoke and a matt varnish overcoat added to level everything
down.
I am quite pleased with how this kit turned out, the camo scheme was always going to stretch my embryonic
skills, now I am keen to try may hand at further Italian craft. Photo’s of the complete model follow:
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WEBSITE OF THE MONTH BY CARL THURSTON
I was doodling around on the net and looked up a site I had been on before but hadn't taken time to
give it a real close look at. Tonight I have. The site is www.wunderwaffe.narod.ru. It is all in Russian,
so I can not understand a single word. The site appears to be a magazine, perhaps weekly. It features
both aircraft and ships. On almost everything I have called up there is a photo section and a plan
section. Most of the planes are easily understood and clearly named in English, but not all. The ships
though are a hit or miss thing, but for a ship modeller they should be a gold mine of photos and plans.
There must be thousands of photographs on the whole site.
Generally speaking the key to getting the photos is at the bottom of the line of sections, in some
cases a 4 letter word (the first letter "Φ" followed by "oto" ) and the plans using the word above that.
They use other words for these two things as well so try what ever you find. Also in the photo section
there may be several pages of photos.
For the Meteor there were 2 pages with at least 50 photos. Examples below

Ed Note: I have looked at the web site and it is a mine of reference material, If you have Microsoft translate
install you can right mouse click on the web page and get a pretty good Russian/ English translation that
certain aids finding things.
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READERS WIVES AGAIN!
After last month pictures sent by Nicola Melluso of Italy of his stunning Tamiya 1/12scale Porsche 935, Nicola
has sent me some pictures of his latest project of the seat of Schumacher’s Ferrari f 2002 , I can’t wait to see
the complete model.

LOFT LAGGING
As mentioned earlier I’m in the process of moving house. When I purchased the new house the survey stated
that the loft needed more lagging… I’ve done my best as shown below.

Now I just have to apply for a grant to complete the rest!
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IN NEXT MONTHS ROMSEY MODELLER
Looking at my increasingly misfiring crystal ball:
Part 4 of Pat’s Canberra build
Review of Fine Moulds Star Wars Snowspeeder kit
Winter weathering on a Stuka
The rest is up to you…
A sneak preview of Pat’s Canberra is below:

10.jpg
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CLUB DIARY

November 18

Annual Competition

November 22

Middle Wallop Model Show

December 16

Xmas Night and Prize Giving

January 20th

Club Night

February 17th

Club Night

March 17th

Club Night

April 21st

Club Night

May 19th

Club Night

Next Meeting: Wednesday November 18th (8pm to 10pm)
Ampfield Village Hall
Morleys
Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Paul Adams
Pat Camp
Nicola Melluso

Carleton Thurston Sr
Karol Wicinsk

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Editor
Competitions
Treasurer

Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Vic Short

Tel: 01794 519153 email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
Tel: 02380 398858
Tel: 01794 511843
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